
 

 

SEATTLE TOURISM IMPROVEMENT AREA 

RATEPAYER ADVISORY BOARD SPECIAL MEETING 

 

March 7, 2017 

Visit Seattle Office, Large Conference Room 

 

Present in-person: David Dolquist (Seattle Marriott Waterfront), Rene Neidhart (Renaissance 

Seattle Hotel) 

 

Present via teleconference: Frank Finneran III (Springhill Suites Seattle Downtown), Richard 

Hill (W Hotel Seattle), Shannon Sheron (Motif Seattle), Marcus Treppenhauer (Fairmont 

Olympic Hotel) 

 

Not Present: Amanda Parsons (Thompson Seattle Hotel), Howard Cohen (Clise Properties), 

Pritpal Singh (Hotel 1000), Bill Weise (Silver Cloud Hotel – Seattle Stadium), Ben Thiele 

(Kimpton Palladian Hotel) 

 

Staff: Tom Norwalk (Visit Seattle), Ali Daniels (Visit Seattle), Heather Moreno (Visit Seattle)  

 

 

At 4:05 p.m. on March 7, 2017, the Seattle Tourism Improvement Area Ratepayers Advisory 

Board (“Board”) Special meeting was held in the Large Conference Room of the Visit Seattle 

Offices. There being a quorum present, David Dolquist (Seattle Marriott Waterfront) convened 

and chaired the meeting. Heather Moreno, Senior Coordinator, Sales & Marketing, of Visit 

Seattle, acted as recording secretary.  

 

BOARD GOVERNANCE 

David Dolquist (Seattle Marriott Waterfront) welcomed everyone and thanked them for making 

time to hear about the time-sensitive and unique opportunity that would be presented. David 

reviewed that the trip earlier in the year to Park City for the Sundance Film Festival was fantastic 

and included a great party with over 900 RSVPs. 

 

Ali Daniels (Visit Seattle) reviewed the background to the opportunity by stating that while in 

Park City for the Sundance Film Festival, she had the chance to meet the President of AMC 

(parent company to Sundance TV). The President was impressed with what Visit Seattle had 

done and therefore brought the opportunity to our attention. Details of the Sundance Summer 

2017 opportunity can be found in the attached Exhibits A and B. 

 

Ali reviewed some background: 

 During summer months, we have usually turned the dial off since we have limited rooms 

available in the city so there is no need to drive demand. The past couple of years we 

continued with a small amount of paid social media presence and saw good engagement 

during the summer. 

 We originally allocated $220,000 for some type of activation for summertime. 

 The event with AMC/Rooftop would start with music, show films, then have after party, 

will include a Seattle-themed snack, possibly Cinerama chocolate popcorn 

 1k to 2k attendees for each event  



 

 

 Opportunity is to brand each events and use our trailer or other Project Five by Five film 

ahead of the featured film. 

 Films allow us invitation to engage with these consumers about entire Seattle experience 

 Plan includes 3 separate Seattle pop up parties in NYC after three Rooftop Film Events 

 Bring in wine maker, brewer, etc 

 NY is an expensive market to get into 

 We would be dipping into the opportunity fund for up to $400k.  Max that would be paid 

for entire activation would be $620k. 

 Might do a sweepstakes, might create a hash tag 

 Opportunity would be for 4 months 

 

David Dolquist and Tom Norwalk (Visit Seattle) shared some additional input: 

 NY is one of our top ten markets, it’s expensive so we don’t do many events there 

 With pop up parties, we would use this as a catalyst for NY-based media 

 We could bring sales customers to these parties as well to make best use of it, and would 

tap into the Convention Sales budget as appropriate. 

 We are looking for an airline partner as well, possibly Delta. 

 Even with the additional funds used, we expect to end the year at $1.9M to $2.0 M in the 

opportunity fund. 

 

Discussion occurred amongst those on the phone and brought up the following points: 

 Visit Seattle would be the only DMO involved in this; no other destinations. 

 29 million impression, valued at $400k, was negotiated by our agency. 

 Visit Seattle will control the guest list for the three after-parties that we host – which 

would occur near the venues in a fun space that we would make feel like Seattle. 

 The $220k for pop-up events, factored into the total cost, could decrease depending on 

airline partner commitment that is still pending. 

 We hope to have many of the board members attend in New York City. 

 

Opportunity Approval 

 

The Board, having reviewed the Sundance Summer 2017 opportunity, all in the forms 

previously circulated (and attached hereto as Exhibits A and B), the Board voted and 

unanimously approved the following resolution:  

 

RESOLVED, that the Sundance Summer 2017 opportunity in the form previously 

circulated (and attached hereto as Exhibits A and B) among the Board is hereby approved. 

 

Q&A/WRAP-UP 

There being no further business to come before the Board, the meeting was adjourned at 4:20pm. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Heather Moreno, Recording Secretary   



 

 

Exhibit A 

 

Sundance Summer 2017 opportunity details 

 (see attached) 

  



 

 

Exhibit B 

 

Sundance Summer 2017 opportunity photos 

 (see attached) 
 

 



STIA Board Discussion 
March 7, 2017 

 
Opportunity 

Continue the momentum of Project Five by Five by infiltrating a hard-to-reach, but love-to-own 
market for 4 months – in an immersive and stand out way. 
 
Visit Seattle will share the story of Seattle, using Project Five by Five as the entry point, 
throughout five boroughs as Signature Sponsor of the Rooftop Films Summer series…in 
addition to continuing to run content across broadcast and digital media nationally. 
 
What is Rooftop Films? 

Rooftop Films is a non-profit film organization whose mission is to bring communities together 
via the medium of film and to support the creation and exhibition of independent cinema. 
 

Rooftop Films brings the spirit of Sundance to NYC with sneak previews of Sundance Film 
Festival favorites such as Life, Animated, Weiner, Morris from America & Hunt for the 
Wilderpeople. Together, SundanceTV & Rooftop Films continue to find ways to keep the spirit 
of independent film, music and culture alive and thriving. 
 
The Program 

Between May and September, Rooftop Films hosts 46+ events in all five boroughs of NYC. 
Each screening is preceded by live entertainment with many of the events having free after-
parties. Roughly 1-2K people attend every event. 
 
The Audience 

 46,000+ audience members at Summer Events: ages 25+, 62% A25-34 

 Millennial “urban explorers” (sweet spot: 25-34 year-olds) – and they have disposable income. 
 Loyal and committed movie goers - most attend more than one screening per season and invite 

friends along throughout the summer 

  

The Engagement 

We will activate a hashtag throughout the series to measure engagement and 

sentiment. Additionally, we are negotiating an enter-to-win Seattle sweepstakes 

to capture audience information and create more ways to connect with Seattle.  
 
 
The Investment 
$400K media commitment: 

Strong broadcast and digital schedule across SundanceTV and AMC digital properties between 
May and September: bridging a gap when people are thinking about fall and winter travel. 
 
  



Added Value: 

 Seattle image loop at all screenings 

 Additional branding at Rooftop Films receptions and after-parties 

 A Project Five by Five film or trailer will run before every film screening 

 Thanks from the stage before every screening 

 Brand presence on the Rooftop Films website, in program guides, in social and at all 
Summer events 

 Branded movie snack (Cinerama chocolate popcorn) at each screening 

 One full scale ‘night’ including a Seattle band pre-show; a screening of our Project Five 
by Five films, a screening of Seattle shorts; a Seattle-fueled after-party. 

 Up to 3 Seattle Pop-Up after-parties throughout the summer series (see below) 

 10 Tickets to each film (negotiating more as needed) 
 
In addition, SundanceTV will fund the typical $100K ‘sponsor’ fee on our behalf. 
 
Incremental Costs 
$220K commitment: 

Three branded Seattle Pop-Up Parties during the film season in NYC. Similar to the experience 
we created in Park City during Sundance Film Festival, we will bring Seattle to New York by 
way of food, drink, music and décor. These to include Seattle chefs, Seattle beverages, Seattle 
band, VIP guests (clients, stakeholders, influencers), etc.  These to occur at the beginning, 
middle and end of the series. The films give us an easy entry point to this audience, but we take 
full advantage of a captive audience to educate them on multiple sides of our Emerald City. 
 
If approved, interested in bringing an airline partner on to help defer costs. 
 
Possible Extensions 

Coordination between a Rooftop Film in NYC and one in Seattle simultaneously. Via webcam we 
could join these two events and so that both locales could celebrate together.  The opening band 
at the Seattle event could be the closing entertainment at the NYC venue.  Still a work in progress, 
but definitely a press-worthy opportunity. 
 
-- 
 
Utilize tickets to the films for hotel partners to entertain clients in NYC.  The sales teams could 
host clients and create their own Seattle event during the Summer series in NYC. 
 
STIA Ask 

The total investment for activation is $620k. Currently we had allocated a budget of $220k for 
a summer activation or content series. We would like to ask the STIA ratepayer board 
permission to spend down the opportunity fund by up to $400k. This would bring the 
forecasted fund to a minimum of $1.9mm by yearend 2017. Our hope would be that an airline 
partner would help offset significant expenses for these additional events. 
 



In a Nutshell 

Media Buy (29mm impressions via broadcast, digital, VOD, etc)   $400k  
Sponsorship of 5-month long Rooftop Films Summer Series   $500k 
(3) Pop-Up Seattle Parties in NYC       $220k 
        Value   $1.12mm 
         

Total Cost  $620k 
        In-Budget  $220k 
        Total Add’l Ask $400k   
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